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Report to: Licensing Sub-Committee

Date: 28 February 2020

Title: Application for Review to the Premises Licence for The 
Lamb, 10 Fisher Street, Lewes  BN7 2DG

Report of: Director of Service Delivery

Ward(s): Lewes Castle

Purpose of report: To consider representations made in support and against 
the Review Application to the Premises Licence under the 
Licensing Act 2003 and make a decision on the application

Officer 
recommendation(s):

To consider representations made in support and against 
the Review Application to the Premises Licence under the 
Licensing Act 2003 and make a decision on the application.

Reasons for 
recommendations:

To determine an outcome for the Review application 
submitted.

Contact Officer(s): Name:   Susan Lindsey
Post title:   Specialist Advisor - Licensing
E-mail:   sue.lindsey@lewes-eastbourne.gov.uk
Telephone number:   01273 085210

1 Introduction

1.1

1.2

1.3

1.4

On 6th January 2020 a review application was submitted by Cllr Milly Manley on 
behalf of 5 local residents in relation to The Lamb, 10 Fisher Street, Lewes 
(Appendix 1)

The proceedings set out in the Licensing Act 2003 for reviewing premises 
licences represent a key protection for the community where problems 
associated with the licensing objectives occur after the grant of a premises 
licence.

At any stage, following the grant of a premises licence, a responsible authority, 
or any other person, may ask the licensing authority to review the licence 
because of a matter arising at the premises in connection with any of the four 
licensing objectives.

The grounds for review are outlined by the applicant in Appendix 2 with 
residents describing conditions caused by the mis-management of the premises 
caused by loud, abusive, intimidating and provocative language from customers 
towards residents on a regular basis.  This causes a lack of sleep, leading on to 
stress and anxiety, with the addition of living in fear of either themselves or their 
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1.5

1.6

1.7

property being attacked. Residents are frequently kept awake by inebriated 
customers shouting, fighting, vomiting and stumbling in front of traffic.  Staff are 
also reported to be heard shouting and behaving in a manner contributing to that 
of the customers.  Residents also report music levels as high, but it is the 
behaviour of the staff and customers that is the primary cause of concern.

Statements from the 5 residents being represented by Cllr Milly Manley are at 
(Appendix 3)

4 audio recordings and 14 video recordings have been submitted in support of 
the application with documented dates.  A list of the dates these videos relate to 
are in Appendix 4 

For data protection reasons, these recordings will not be made available to the 
public either prior to the Review Hearing, or at the Review Hearing.

2.

2.1

3.

3.1

4.

4.1

4.2

4.3

4.4

Licensing Objectives which are the subject of this Review

Public nuisance
Public safety
Prevention of crime and disorder

Review advertising

The application has been advertised in line with the Licensing Act 2003 
(Premises Licence and Club Premises Certificates) Regulations 2005

Further additional representations

During the 28 day Review consultation period further representations were 
received from:

Sussex Police on the grounds of prevention of crime and disorder.  This 
representation covers the habitual misuse of illegal substances within the 
premises and also identifies three separate incidents reported to police including 
a physical assault on the DPS, a noxious substance being let off within the 
premises,noise and aggression, and finally drug swab results taken following a 
routine and follow up visits. (Appendix 5)  This representation is supported by 
an evidence bundle (Appendix 6).

Mr Dino Morra on the grounds of public nuisance, and the prevention of crime 
and disorder. This representation covers his witnessing of disturbance and the 
fact his tenants have reported to him that they feel threatened, and have been 
verbally threatened and abused by the patrons from the premises.  (Appendix 
7)  

Further representation from Resident 2 (represented by the applicant) on the 
grounds of public nuisance.  This representation covers an incident that took 
place in the early hours of 11th January involving a man shouting obscenities 
and acting in an aggressive and threatening way, keeping ‘resident 2’ awake. 
(Appendix 8).  This further representation is supported by photographic 
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4.5

5

5.1

5.2
5.3
5.4
5.5
5.6
5.7
5.8
5.9
5.10

6.

6.1

6.2

6.3

6.4

6.5

evidence (Appendix 9) and 5 video recordings.

A representation in support of the Premises was received from Mr John Frizell 
who lives 200m from the Lamb Public House.  He comments that he has never 
felt intimidated or inconvenienced by the premises customers, and attends 
regular music evenings hosted at the premises. (Appendix 10)

Responsible Authorities

The following responsible authorities have been sent notification of the review 
application by Cllr Milly Manley and the response from authorities concerned is 
as follows:

Environmental Health                   No comment                             
Fire Authority                                No comment
ESCC Child Protection                 No comment
Trading Standards                        No comment
Health and Safety                         No comment
Planning                                        No comment
Public Health                                 No comment
Home Office Immigration              No comment
Sussex Police                               Representation made (see 4.2)

Reviewed Premises:  The Lamb, 10 Fisher Street, Lewes

The Licensable Activities authorised at these premises are shown on the 
Premises Licence (Appendix 11)

Due to the fact a representation makes reference to music at the premises, 
attention is drawn to the fact that, due to the implementation of the Live Music 
Act, and the Legislative Reform (Entertainment Licensing) Order, amplified Live 
Music and Recorded Music are no longer licensable at these premises between 
the hours of 8am and 11pm.

Any existing licence conditions which relate to live or recorded music remain in 
place but are suspended between the hours of 8am and 11pm as long as the 
premises are open for the purposes of being used for the sale or supply of 
alcohol for consumption on the premises. (Appendix 12)

On a review of a premises licence, the 2003 Act permits a licensing authority to 
lift the suspension and give renewed effect to an existing condition relating to 
music.  Similarly, a licensing authority may add a condition relating to music as if 
music were regulated entertainment, and as if that premises licence licensed the 
music.  In both instances the condition should include a statement that Section 
177A does not apply to the condition.

An application for a review in relation to relevant premises can be made by a 
licensing authority, any responsible authority or any other person.  Applications 
for review must still be relevant to one or more of the licensing objectives and 
meet a number of further requirements.
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7.

7.1

7.2

7.3

7.4

7.5

8.

8.1

9.

9.1

9.2

Background information

Lewes District Council have records of this premises being a public house since 
the implementation of the Licensing Act in 2005.

No alterations to the hours or conditions have been made to the Premises 
Licence since it’s conversion to the Licensing Act in 2005.

There have been 10 changes of Designated Premises Supervisor (DPS) in the 
last 14 years; the most recent change on 4th July 2019 when Greene King 
Retailing Limited (the Premises Licence Holder) applied for Mr Stephen Elliott to 
be named on the Licence as the DPS.  To date Mr Stephen Elliott remains 
named on the Licence as DPS.

A location plan showing the premises and the surrounding area are attached at 
(Appendix 13).  The pictures are taken from ‘google maps’ and are to be used 
as an indicator of the premises location in association with other premises.

The premises are surrounded by a mixture of residential and business premises.

Licensing Sub Committee Considerations

In determining the Review application with a view to promoting the licensing 
objectives in the overall interests of the local community, the Licensing Authority 
must give appropriate weight to:

 The steps that are appropriate to promote the licensing objectives
 The representations presented by all parties
 The Home Office Guidance issued under Section 182 of the 2003 Act
 The Lewes District Statement of Licensing Policy
 Any other relevant legislation including section 17 Crime and Disorder Act 

1998 which imposes a duty on each local authority to exercise its various 
functions with due regard to the likely effect on the exercise of those 
functions and the need to do all it reasonably can to prevent crime and 
disorder in its area.  The Sub Committee should also consider this 
application in light of the Human Rights Act 1998.  It is unlawful for a 
public authority to act in a way which is incompatible with a human right.

Lewes District Council Statement of Licensing Policy

Lewes District Council has produced a Statement of Licensing Policy in order to 
comply with its duties and powers under the 2003 Act.  It covers the licensable 
activities for retail sale of alcohol, regulated entertainment, the provision of late 
night refreshment, the exhibition of film and indoor sporting events; which are 
the activities authorised by the licence for The Lamb.

The aims of the Policy are to secure the safety and amenity of residential 
communities, help to ensure a sustainable environment, and to provide 
regulation of the cultural/entertainment industry and to promote the four 
Licensing Objectives of the 2003 Act.  Namely:
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9.3

9.4

10.

10.1

10.2

10.3

11.

11.1

 Prevention of crime and disorder
 Public safety
 Prevention of public nuisance
 Protection of children from harm

The three guiding principles (set out in Paragraph 4 of the Licensing Policy) 
adopted by the Council as the Licensing Authority serve as a general guide to 
the Council when it carries out its licensing functions.

In each case that arises following representations, the Policy states the Council 
will:

a)   Consider the potential for public nuisance, crime and disorder, and/or danger 
       to public safety associated with the style, characteristics and activities of the 
       business involved and the rights of local residents to peace and quiet.
b)   Examine the potential steps which could be taken to reduce the risk of public
       nuisance, crime and disorder, and/or danger to public safety, particularly in 
       areas of dense residential accommodation.
c)   Consider restricting the hours of trading only in cases where there are good 
      grounds for believing that the licensing objectives will be, or are being, 
      undermined.

National Guidance

Relevant sections relating the April 2018 Home Office Guidance issued under 
section 182 of the Licensing Act 2003 are attached.

These sections cover:
 The Review Process (Appendix 14)
 The Licensing Objectives (Appendix 15)
 Conditions attached to premises licences (Appendix 16)

Members are asked to pay particular attention of:
9.26 to 9.30 (Disclosure of personal details of persons making representations)
Local residents supplied the Authority with written reasons to remain anonymous 
throughout the review process which were accepted.
9.42 to 9.44 (Determining actions that are appropriate for the promotion of the 
licensing objectives)
Both of the above parts of the Guidance are at Appendix 17

Options

Where the Sub-Committee considers that action under its statutory powers is 
appropriate, it must take any of the following steps:

 Modify the conditions of the premises licence temporarily for a period not 
exceeding three months, or permanently

 Exclude a licensable activity from the scope of the licence temporarily for 
a period not exceeding three months, or permanently
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11.2

12.

12.1

12.2

 Remove the Designated Premises Supervisor
 Suspend the licence for a period not exceeding three months
 Revoke the licence

The Sub-Committee may decide it is appropriate to take no action or to issue a 
formal warning.

Right of Appeal against review decision

An appeal against the review decision may be made to a magistrates’ court 
within 21 days of the appellant being notified of the licensing authority’s 
determination on the review.  An appeal may be made by the premises licence 
holder, and any other person who made relevant representations.

The decision of the licensing authority, following the review hearing, will not have 
effect until the end of the period allowed for appeal, or until the disposal of the 
appeal.

13.

13.1

Financial appraisal

There are no financial implications associated with this report.

14.

14.1

14.2

Legal implications

Under section 51 2003 Act a responsible authority or any other person may 
apply for a review of a licence. Under section 52 of the Act, if the correct process 
under section 51 has been followed, the licensing authority before determining 
the application must hold a hearing to consider it and any relevant 
representations.

The Legal Section considered this Report on 18 February 2020 ( IKEN-8987-
MW)

15.

15.1

Risk management implications

There are no risk implications connected to this report.

16.

16.1

Equality analysis

An Equality Analysis is not constructive in this instance

17.

17.1

Environmental sustainability implications

There are no environmental sustainability implications connected to this report

18. Appendices

 Appendix 1 – Review Application form
 Appendix 2 – Grounds for review supplied by applicant
 Appendix 3 – Statements from 5 x residents represented by applicant
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 Appendix 4 – List of dated videos supplied as evidence  
 Appendix 5 – Sussex Police representation covering letter
 Appendix 6 – Sussex Police evidence bundle in support of representation
 Appendix 7 – Representation : Mr Dino Morra
 Appendix 8 – Resident 2 further written representation
 Appendix 9 – Resident 2 supporting photographic evidence to 
                       representation
 Appendix 10 – Email in support of premises from Mr John Frizell
 Appendix 11 – Lamb Premises Licence
 Appendix 12 – Home Office Guidance : Overview of circumstances in

                        which entertainment activities are not licensable
 Appendix 13 – Location plan – The Lamb
 Appendix 14 – Home Office Guidance : Review Process
 Appendix 15 – Home Office Guidance : The Licensing Objectives
 Appendix 16 – Home Office Guidance : Conditions
 Appendix 17 – Home Office Guidance : Disclosure of personal details and 

                        the determination of actions

19 Background papers

The background papers used in compiling this report were as follows:

 Lewes District Council Statement of Licensing Policy
 Home Office Guidance issued under section 182 of the Licensing Act 

2003
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Grounds for Review – Councillor Milly Manley 03/01/2019 
 
On behalf of residents living near to the Lamb who wish to remain anonymous, 

as the ward councillor I request a review of the licence in question. 

Residents have made it clear to me over a matter of months that they are living 

through insufferable conditions caused by mismanagement of the Lamb. 

In the words of the residents, customers are ‘loud, abusive, intimidating, and 

provocative towards local residents’ on a regular basis. Residents have not only 

sustained lack of sleep for a prolonged period of time, causing much stress and 

anxiety, but also live in fear of either themselves or their property being 

attacked. 

Residents are frequently kept awake by inebriated customers shouting, fighting, 

vomiting and stumbling in front of traffic, causing issues on Fisher Street. 

Staff at the Lamb are either unwilling or unable to control customers both in and 

outside of opening hours, and staff themselves are frequently heard shouting and 

behaving in a manner which only contributes to that of the customers.  

Attempts from Lewes District Council to work with the Lamb to reduce this 

activity have not been affective. 

The Lamb has previously been run successfully as a music venue without causing 

this level of nuisance. Now, while music levels remain high, it is the behaviour of 

the staff and customers, often after closing time, that is the primary cause of 

endless upset to neighbours, meaning their health and well-being is severely 

affected.  

Please see attached videos and sound recordings, some from inside with 

windows closed, showing behaviour and the noise levels, , and statements from 

residents living on Market Street.  
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Statement from Resident 1 
  

I am writing this statement of behalf of myself and my teenage daughter who lives with me.  

  

I have rented this flat very happily for the last almost 8 years , sadly I am now in the process of  

looking to move out of Lewes completely due to the noise, anti social behaviour, personal verbal  

attacks made against myself and my daughter from their customers, not only while I have been  

out minding my own business and walking my dog but also from people shouting up at our  

windows whilst inside our own home. We feel completely under siege and intimidated. I have  

been called various names to disgusting to write here.  

  

The pub has loud music and rowdy customers 5 nights of the week, I have on several occasions  

called or messaged the landlord to ask politely he send staff out to move the customers along or  

at least point out that it is a residential area. He always responds by telling me that they do not  

have any responsibility legally to deal  with their patrons  outside of the pub and that maybe it is  

what I should expect living in the centre of town.  

  

I work full time and my daughter has just started Uni, to say we are stressed and sleep deprived  

would be a massive understatement. I also have a chronic autioimmune condition that has never  

been as bad as it has been the last 6 months, due to lack of sleep and stress .I have had to have  

three courses of steriod treatments  since may this year to get my symptoms under control ,more  

than I have had in the whole time since I got diagnosed.Due to this I have had to take more time  

off of work than i have ever done before in my whole working carear, and I am 53 years old.  

  

I do not have a specific lists of dates and times the pub has opened over their opening  

times ,had  loud bolshi crowds , fights , and general anti social behaviour, because quite frankly  
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its a regular thing each and every week, every night they are open.I do however have lots of  

video evidence.  

  

I and my neighbours are tired, sad and desperate to get our neighbourhood back to a safe place,  

where we can go to our beds before 2am five nights a week, walk our dogs and our daughters can  

safely walk into their own homes in the evenings.  

  

I also think it is important to point out they more often than not have 200 people plus in there  

with very young staff and no security whatsoever, this is a disaster waiting to happen , especially  

in light of the tear gas attack in there on Haloween, after which it was up to a neighbour of mine  

to report to the police the following morning as the pub staff had not done so.  

 

Statement by Resident 2  

 

I am writing this statement on behalf of myself and two children in the hope that you will understand how the re  

opening of The Lamb by the current Management has impacted on our lives.  

 

For the past six months we have had to endure the relentless, ongoing and unacceptable anti social behaviour from  

the customers of The Lamb pub. We have been subjected to verbal abuse,  excessively loud volumes of music,  

crowds of youths gathering on the streets below our bedroom windows. We’ve had to listen to foul language ,  

arguing, shouting, vomiting on occasions and screaming sometimes till 2am in the morning.  

The behaviour of the customers of the Lamb has become intolerable. The staff and Landlords attitude is once the  

customers leave the pub they are no longer their responsibility unlike the majority of Lewes pubs who respect their  

residential neighbours and believe that it is their responsibility to move drunk and unruly customers on well after  

closing. The Management and staff have total disregard, empathy and common decency towards the neighbouring  

residents.  

 

I do understand that pubs with live music licenses generate certain  

amounts of noise but the levels of  

noise this premises generates is beyond acceptable.  
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Last weekend we watched a customer being thrown out of The Lamb when he was so drunk that he could barely  

walk at approx 930pm . He then threw himself in front of a DPD van whilst trying to cross Fisher St. The owner of  

the Fish and chip shop had to peel him off the bonnet of the van. Now,  this is a customer who  the staff of The Lamb  

had served so much alcohol to that he couldn’t walk.  They then threw him out of the pub and they then claim that  

they hold no responsibility for his safety or welfare once he has left the premises. This is shocking and  

unprofessional. I have video evidence of this incident which makes for disturbing viewing.  

 

This exposure to prolonged and excessive noise has had an adverse effect on my health. I am constantly tired from  

the interrupted sleep or sometimes lack of it. I find myself falling asleep during the day. I have high blood pressure,  

headaches and for the first time in my life I have resorted to taking sleeping tablets and using ear plugs in the  

desperate attempt to get at least a few hours sleep in the early hours of the morning . I find myself feeling anxious  

knowing what we will have to endure from Wednesday night through to the early hours of Sunday morning week  

after week. I looked forward to my weekends in the past. Now I dread them!! My Sundays are often spent catching  

up on my sleep.  

 

I have an 18yr old daughter who feels anxious and uncomfortable walking past the Lamb on her way home late at  

night after work.  

 

I would also like to point how incensed we were by the article in the Sussex Express. Tom Stovolds comments were  

in no way accurate. The Lamb is run by an absent Landlord and a group of very young irresponsible bar staff. The  

comment made by Louise Allen on the Facebook website, Present Lewes that the police were called after the CS gas  

incident in the pub on 31st October was again not true. I went into the pub myself after that incident to confront the  

bar staff about the noise on the streets. They admitted to me that they did not call the police because they did not  

want police involvement but did agree that in hindsight perhaps they should have done.The staff were totally  

irresponsible that night, several were  

 under the influence of alcohol themselves. They did not manage that incident correctly or responsibly. Customers  

were suffering adverse effects of the gas and no ambulance was called.  

I called the police and Informed them of this incident myself the following morning.  

 

I am exhausted. Please take my concerns seriously  
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Statement by Resident 3  

  

From the time the Lamb was taken over by the present management in June 2019 I have  

been unable to use my house to socialise from Thursday - Sunday of every week due to  

shouting, swearing and aggressive behaviour from the customers of the Lamb.  

  

Initially the manager, Steve Elliott, could be contacted and was willing to negotiate with  

residents regarding the noise; the garden area was even fenced in and, following a  

meeting with the Council, customers were cleared from the garden at 10.30pm (11.30pm  

on Fridays and Saturdays).  This lasted  a few days.  Steve no longer listens or negotiates  

with us. This appeared to happen after I pointed out to him that his CCTV didn't show  

everything as there had been a young child in the bar until closing time on several  

evenings. He told me I was being aggressive and suggested I delete his number.  

  

I cannot tell you how intimidating this has become. As a single female, to have to  

regularly feel under siege in my own home is becoming intolerable.  These customers are  

not people to be reasoned with, especially once they are intoxicated.  That is why pubs  

employ security staff.  The Lamb has no security staff whatsoever and the bar staff are  

young and inexperienced.  I also understand the Lamb is about the only pub that does not  

belong to Pub Watch.   

  

Last Thursday a canister of CS(?) was let off in the pub. Customers were coughing and  

spluttering with swollen tongues and breathing difficulties.  The bar staff admitted to my  

friend Jane Greenwood that they did not call the police as they did not want bad  
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publicity.  The Sussex Express interviewed Tom Stovold, Managing Director of Revived  

Inns who is reported as saying: 'The pub always takes the security and health and safety  

of our guests very seriously'.   

  

At your meeting on Thursday would you please ascertain exactly how Mr Stovold or  

maybe even Greene King ensures the security of their guests when they do not employ a  

single security officer in a premises that can hold 200 people?  

  

Had a knife been involved we could have been looking at fatalities.  The Lamb is an  

accident waiting to happen.  

 

We are requesting that the late music licence be withdrawn from the venue because every  

time the premises changes hands we residents have to undergo yet another bout of  

antisocial behaviour and our health is being adversely affected.  Should the licence not be  

revoked we request that certain provisos be put in place:  

1) two paid and trained Security staff be employed (not just one of the customers walking  

round in a high viz jacket with Security written on it);security staff to remain until all  

customers have left the surrounding area;  

2) the door to the garden be closed at 10pm;  

3)Evidence of antisocial behaviour result in an immediate closure of the pub until a  

meeting is held with the Management of the Lamb and local residents.  

  

NOISE DIARY  

Fri 5 July - loud live band, door opening and banging shut all night till 11.55pm.  
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Sat 6 July - large group of men in back garden from 2-6pm, so loud I could not hear  

tennis commentary on tv or speak to my sister when she rang me - had to walk down the  

road to get away from noise.  Fight broke out. Called police but because I hadn't seen a  

weapon they couldn't help.  

Sun 7 July - loud again. Feel exhausted. Have had no rest this weekend since  

Wed.  Complained to manager, Steve, who said he will not be bullied by the  

neighbours??!!  Is this some kind of weird joke??!  

July - August - loud music on Fridays and Saturdays, customers screaming and shouting  

in the garden till all hours.  Miserable, tired and run down.  On sleeping pills to help me  

sleep hence no diary.  

06 Sept -  late night lock-in at pub drinking with the lights out, one punter friend of  

barmaid Louise shouting Fuck the Neighbours andmaking V signs, left at 1220am.  I'm  

SICK OF BEING ABUSED IN MY OWN HOME WHEN I HAVE DONE NOTHING  

TO PROVOKE IT.  

14 September - Louise got everyone in at 10.30pm. Fab! Made all the diference. Texted  

Steve to say thanks. (was this following a visit by Sue Lindsey?) and asked him to thank  

Louise. Never heard back.  

15 Sept - Everyone went in by 11.30pm. Brilliant,  

19 Sept - noisy again, door banging, shouting, garden not cleared of customers, all  

shouting.  

20 Sept - rowdy gang outside till 1.40pm  

23 Sept - crowd in street effing and blinding till 1.10am.  

26 Sept - another fight  
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4 Oct - people shouting in Lamb garden, effing and blinding. Screechy barmaid shouting  

in street at 12.05.  

Fri 11 Oct - loud music, crowd hanging round in street, aggressive shouting till 12.35pm.  

Fri 18 Oct - /loud customers in garden, drunk and shouting. Texted Steve, who ignores me  

since I pointed out that Louise barmaid had her young son in the pub till closing time on  

several nights in Sept.  

Sat 19 Oct - unbelievable. Crowd of 8 youngsters, drunk and shouting loudly on corner of  

Lamb till 1.20am. Impossible to sleep. Discussing whose car they are going to 'shag' in.  

Delightful.  I'VE HAD ENOUGH!  

Wed 23 Oct - argument in garden. Kitty screaming at top of voice. Another girl reeling  

drunk and crying. Total mayhem. As usual, no bar staff around to do anything.  

Sat 26 Oct - the usual crowd (Henry, Megan, Callum) screaming at top of their voices till  

1.30am.  

Sun 29 Oct - I went to Lamb with a friend to see the Contenders.  Two drunken men  

reeling around with legs like jelly, bumping into people, spilling drinks etc. Bar staff  

totally oblivious.  I spoke to Steve Parsons, the Sound Manager and asked him if there  

was any procedure to move on customers so that they do not hang around after closing  

time. He told me that the barmaid is a problem as she invites all her mates and treats the  

place like her own and also everyone is well aware that Security is needed but because the  

Lamb does not make enough profit the brewery are too tight to provide it.  We both  

agreed it was an accident waiting to happen.  
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Wed 30 Oct - book club held at my house. Friends could not believe the noise and vile  

behaviour from the Lamb's customers - asked if I regret having moved to Market  

Lane.  Embarrassed.  

Thr 31 Oct - ?? CS gas or some noxious substance let off in the Lamb. Customers  

coughing and choking. Police NOT called as the barmaid didn't want the bad  

publicity.  At least it wasn't a knife!  

  

As detailed in our conversation this morning, the local resident group is in the process of  

applying to have the licence of the Lamb revoked, having been left with no choice in the  

matter.  

Statement from Resident 4  

  

Myself and my partner are writing this statement because we feel that we can no  

longer continue to live in our home in Lewes due to the consistently unacceptable  

level of noise and disruption we experience due to the activities of ‘The Lamb’. We  

both work and have important schedules and commitments and it is simply not  

possible or acceptable to stay up till 1am half of every week, unable to sleep in our  

own home. Ear plugs make little difference and sleeping on the floor in the spare  

room also does not solve the problem. This is not an occasional issue or a minor  

inconvenience. It is a guarantee that 3 to 4 nights a week loud music will play until  

midnight or later. On a few occasions I’ve heard music playing past 1am. The door  

is always opening and letting the music and singing out into the street at full  

volume. Additionally the customers of the pub stand outside our homes in the street  
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and in the pub garden shouting and screaming every night, long past the curfew for  

noise and in many cases past their licensed hours and on till 2am most weekends.  

No attempt is made to get the customers to be quiet, to get them move on or to keep  

them inside with the door shut to prevent noise pollution. There is no security and  

nothing to prevent large groups of people drinking, arguing and shouting outside  

our homes until the police are called. This problem is only getting worse and on top  

of our daily work and personal lives being impacted, we are now finding ourselves  

affected by a growing anxiety; the knowledge that we will have to endure a series  

of long sleepless nights when we have work in the morning, including at the  

weekend, makes us want to not live in our home. We feel we have no choice but to  

start looking to move. We love our house and our town but this is too much and  

there appears to be no efforts made by The Lamb to consider us as their  

neighbours. This is our last action before we have to leave the town. Below I have  

detailed a number of recent occurrences that have impacted us:  

  

Fri 27th Sept - At 01:05am loud music was still playing and the venue was in full  

swing despite being past it's licensed hours.  

Sat 28th Sept - Unable to sleep before an early start at work with loud music and  

shouting outside long past midnight.  

Wednesday 2nd October - Loud Live Karaoke still playing at 23:07 with the door  

regularly open so music played through amps at full volume impacts everyone in  
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the street. Then at 23:37 this same evening a large group of drinkers were in the  

beer garden screaming and shouting and this continued on late.  

Sat 5th October - Loud music and shouting long past midnight -  

Friday 18th - Loud music playing past 1am and screaming all night long from beer  

garden  

Sat 19th - Unable to sleep till gone 3am due to the loud music and the customers in  

the beer garden of the pub screaming outside long after the venue seemed to be  

closed.  

Friday 25th Oct - Very loud music playing after 11pm and had no choice but to not  

sleep in our bedroom and make up a bed on the floor as we had work first thing the  

next morning and we knew we would not get enough sleep due to the consistent  

pattern of activity from The Lamb each weekend.  

Wed 30th October - Woken at 23:20 with ear plugs in from the shouting outside  

and the music still playing in the venue.  

 

Statement by Resident 5 
 

I have seen the submission to you from Resident 3 and i am writing to you to endorse 

her views and to encourage you to work with Environmental Health, lewes DC (EH) 

on appropriate action to solve this situation. 

  Also i wish to confirm that hers is not a single person view but represent the feelings 

of the 9 or 10 residences involved and suffering this noise pollution. 

  I live further down the road away from the Lamb so receive less of the abusive noise 

but it still spreads down the road especially as they come and go, frequently late at 

night and often with glasses of beer in their hands.  My main concern is the music 

and the intrusive noise pollution which occurs in the garden in summer and 
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frequently inside the house in the evenings.  I would assume that the granting of a 

music licence carries with it conditions that the music shall not cause offence or 

annoyance by the type and volume of the sound. The Lamb has been consistently 

breaking this condition and despite appeals to EH - to which no reply is received - 

they continue to do so - twice within the last week; this pollution inside the house 

seriously affects our right to the peaceful enjoyment of our homes, is stressful and in 

the long term affects our health through the tensions involved. 

  The argument that the lamb has been a music venue for a while is not relevant, as 

the type of music has changed to a modern thumping electronic beat but without any 

commensurate change to the acoustic insulation of the premises producing the noise. 

Also the previous tenant had music for their guests over a significant period and we 

never had cause for any complaint as they had careful control of the volume. 

     If the music licence for the Lamb does not include the conditions indicated we 

would like a submission made to the licensing magistrates for such conditions to be 

attached with the proviso that flouting them will bring a suspension of the 

licence.  EH say the will only receive complaints on a proforma to allow them, from 

the volume received to assess priorities - this seems an odd process as all 

complainants will send in heaps of forms in the hope of getting priority whereas the y 

already know of the problems we face and presumably have been to judge the 

situation for themselves.  

  However we will shower them with complaint forms if that is what it takes, we will 

get professional sound  and noise pollution tests carried out if needed for an 

independent submission to the magistrates, in fact any action to gain some 

meaningful action and reduce this invasion of our privacy with the attendant stress 

and health and welfare implications i already see in some of my neighbours  
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The dates relating to the videos are as follows: 

 

Resident 1 
 

Video 1: 5 September 

Video 2: 13 September 

Video 3: 13 September 

Video 4: 13 September 

Video 5: 14 September 

Video 6: 27 September 

Video 7: 2 November 

Video 8: 2 November 

 

 

Resident 2 

 
Video 1: 7 September 

Video 2: 19 September  

Video 3: 19 October 

Video 4: 22 October 

Video 5: 31 October 

Video 6: 31 October 

 

Resident 3 

 
Audio recordings 

 

Recording 1: 4 August 

Recording 2: 13 September 

Recording 3: 24 October 

Recording 4: 2 November 
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Sussex Police
Serving Sussex

www.sussex.police.uk

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Local Policing Support Team 

 

East Sussex Local Policing Support team  

Police Station, Bohemia Road, Hastings, East Sussex 

TN34 1JJ  

 

Telephone: 101:   560107 

 

January 2020 
 
 
Miss Susan Lindsey, 
Specialist Advisor (Licensing) 
Southover House, 
Southover Road 
Lewes, East Sussex BN7 1AB 
 
Dear Miss Lindsey, 
 
RE: APPLICATION FOR THE REVIEW OF THE PREMISES LICENCE FOR THE LAMB, 10 FISHER STREET, LEWES, 

EAST SUSSEX BN7 2DG UNDER THE LICENSING ACT 2003 REF: WK202000279 
 

With reference to the Review application dated 6
th
 January 2020 made by Councillor Milly Manley on behalf of local 

residents, I write on behalf of the Chief Officer of Police for Sussex to make a representation on the grounds of the 
Licensing Objective of the Prevention of Crime & Disorder. 
 
Since Mr. Stephen Elliott took over as Designated Premises Supervisor (DPS) on 4

th
 July 2019 there have been a number 

of complaints from local residents about excessive noise emanating from the premises, some of these made to police. 
However, Sussex Police wish to address the matter of principle concern to them, namely the habitual misuse of illegal 
substances within the premises as shown from recent drug swabbing carried out by PC Buck a member of East Sussex 
Licensing Team. Prior to the drug swab results there follows three incidents reported to police in relation to the premises. 
 

1. On Saturday 6
th
 July 2019 at 22:58hrs police received a call from staff reporting that an aggressive male had hit 

the DPS and five customers. The caller went on to say that the male had just assaulted another three customers 
and that he was being restrained by two male customers. When officers attended the offender had already left the 
premises. An area search was conducted but the male was not located. Despite being punched a number of 
times and his glasses being damaged the DPS declined to support police in relation to a prosecution and signed 
an officer’s pocket note book to that effect. It is Sussex Police expectation that if staff and in particular a DPS is 
assaulted they will support of police prosecution. To fail to do so is unacceptable. After a lengthy investigation 
during which no witnesses were identified nor any indication as to who the male was, the matter was filed 
undetected. The investigation was hampered by the lack of CCTV even though there is a condition on the 
premises licence that states, CCTV throughout the premises. A further call at 23:01hrs was received by a local 
resident reporting that there was a fight at the premises. 
 

2. On Friday 1
st
 November 2019 at 00:24hrs a member of staff called police to report that a number of customers in 

the main area of the premises were coughing and suffering a burning sensation. She believed that some kind of 
pepper spray may have been used to cause the symptoms but no one had seen anything. She further stated that 
she had evacuated the premises and no one required medical assistance. She did not require police attendance 
but merely wanted the matter logged. The incident was passed to the Licensing Team to make enquiries. 
 

3. On Friday 1
st
 November 2019 at 10:15hrs police received a call from a local resident reporting that on the 

previous evening there was a large congregation of customers outside the premises who were being very loud. 
She went to the premises just after midnight and found that four members of staff were verbally quite aggressive 
when she confronted them.  
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 East Sussex Local Policing Support team  
Police Station, Bohemia Road Hastings  East Sussex TN34 
1JJ 

Telephone: 101:   560107 

 

 
She further stated that there had been an incident in the premises where someone had let off a pepper spray or 
similar. The caller then went on to complain about the noise from the premises which was taking place on a 
regular basis which was affecting her sleep and that of other nearby residents. PC Buck did look into the incident 
but as the complaint was predominately that of noise it was decided that Lewes District Council should take the 
lead. 
 

4. On Friday 15
th
 November 2019 a routine visit was paid to the premises by PC Buck who, whilst there took a 

number of Ion Trak drug swabs from various areas within the premises. The results of these drug swabs were as 
follows:- 
 
Mens Toilet Seat = 5.97 Cocaine & 3.89 Amphetamine 
Left Ladies Cubicle Window Ledge = 5.84 Cocaine 
Mens Window Ledge = 5.74 Cocaine & 4.17 Amphetamine 
Right Ladies Cubicle Toilet Seat = 5.14 Cocaine 
Mens Hand Dryer = 4.77 Cocaine 
Ladies Hand Dryer = 3.87 Cocaine 
Ladies Sanitary Bin = 3.11 Cocaine 
Mens Sink = 2.91 Cocaine 
Bar = 2.76 Cocaine 
 
GE Security, the Ion Trak Itemiser manufacturer, in their Technology Statement gives the following guidance 
about interpreting swab results.  

 
Readings of between 1 & 2 can be classed as ‘low’ attributed to cross contamination of the surface tested, 
background contamination or greatly degraded historic contamination. 

 
Between 2 & 3 can be classed as a ‘medium’ response attributed to cross contamination of the surface tested or 
recent historic contamination that may have been left a number of days prior to the sample being taken. 

 
Between 3 & 4 can be classed as ‘high’ that would not be attributed to cross contamination and is indicative of 
recent and direct contact with measurable quantities of the narcotic identified by the machine. 

 
Readings of 4 and above are estimated to relate to microgram amounts of contamination being transferred to the 
swab. This level of contamination is not generally experienced in any other environment than somewhere that has 
been in direct contact with a bulk amount of the source narcotic.’ 

 
Whilst taking the drug swabs Mr. Elliott stated to PC Buck that he knew drugs were being used at the premises. 
As a result of these high drug readings on Wednesday 20

th
 November 2019 an Action Plan Letter was sent to Mr. 

Elliott. He was given ten days from the date of the letter to provide the measures he would be putting in place to 
combat the misuse of illegal substances within his premises. A copy of this letter is included in the evidence 
bundle.  
 

5. On Monday 2
nd

 December 2019 Sussex Police received the measures Mr. Elliott would be taking to eliminate 
drug use within his premises. A copy of these measures are included within the evidence bundle. 
 

6. On Friday 3
rd

 January 2020 PC Buck returned to the premises to carry out further drug swabbing and make 
enquiries in relation to a missing person. He had been told by the officer leading the missing person investigation 
that the premises staff had not assisted the enquiry in providing CCTV footage despite numerous requests to do 
so. The CCTV footage had been promised for that afternoon but on PC Buck’s arrival it still was not ready so he 
seized the premises hard drive. He then took further drug swabs, the results of which are as follows:- 
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 East Sussex Local Policing Support team  
Police Station, Bohemia Road Hastings  East Sussex TN34 
1JJ 

Telephone: 101:   560107 

 

 
 
 
Ladies Left Cubicle Window Ledge = 5.63 Cocaine 
Mens Window Ledge = 5.43 Cocaine 
Mens Toilet Seat = 5.11 Cocaine 
Ladies Toilet Seat = 5.03 Cocaine 
Mens Hand Dryer = 4.11 Cocaine 
Ladies Hand Dryer = 3.03 Cocaine 
Bar = 3.01 Cocaine 
Ladies Sanitary Bin = 2.74 Cocaine 

 
As shown there was little improvement in these drug readings compared with those taken on 15

th
 November 2019. When 

a premises is on an Action Plan Sussex Police expects to see a significant reduction in the drug swab readings indicating 
that any measures put in place at the premises are proving effective. This is not the case here. Whilst at the premises PC 
Buck spoke to a member of staff who had worked there since the beginning of December 2019. He said that he had not 
received any training in relation to illegal substances despite this being one of the measures offered by the DPS.  
  
Given the high drug readings and Mr. Elliott’s failure to implement the measures he offered to significantly reduce drug 
misuse within the premises Sussex Police have no hesitation in supporting the Review brought by Councillor Milly Manley 
on behalf of local residents. 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 
 

 
 
 
Insp Rob Lovell 
Force Licensing Inspector 
Sussex Police 
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Dear Sir/Madam, 

 

 

I would like to lodge a strong objection to the renewal of the Premises Licence at The Lamb 

Pub, 10 Fisher Street, Lewes, BN7 2DG. My interest lies in our (mine and my wife's) 

ownership of the building opposite which comprises my wife's commercial premises 

(Langtons Hair & Beauty) on the ground floor and basement on the corner of Fisher Street 

and Market Lane as well as two 2-bedroom flats above it. We rent out one of these flats to a 

mother and teenage daughter who have been our tenants for many years now.  

 

Our property is situated directly opposite The Lamb pub, approximately 10 yards away. I 

have witnessed first hand the evening disturbances as well as a number of pieces of video 

footage from my tenant and was simply appalled by what I witnessed. Both my tenant and 

daughter feel very threatened by the rowdy and aggressive crowds that gather outside and 

inside the pub and have been verbally threatened and abused on a number of occasions by the 

pub's patrons. Consequently, I have had an anti-arson letterbox installed at their flat to ensure 

that nothing untoward could be posted through their letterbox.  

 

Nobody should feel threatened in their own home. Everyone has a legal right to quiet 

enjoyment of their property, free from nuisance. The current licensee of the pub is clearly not 

abiding by, and has continually not abided by the licensing regulations and duties owed to 

others. I strongly urge you to revoke their license indefinitely. This pub is an absolute menace 

to the local community. 

 

Regards 

 

Mr Dino Morra 

1 Western Esplanade 

Brighton 

BN41 1WE 
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file:///U|/...s/Lewes%20District%20Council/Licensing%20Sub-Committee/2020-02-28%20Lamb%20Pub/Report_appendicies/Appendix%208.txt[19/02/20 16:23:35]

From:   Cllr Milly Manley
Sent:   03 February 2020 15:04
To:     Susan.lindsey@lewes-eastbourne.gov.uk
Subject:        FW: Statement 

________________________________________
From: 
Sent: 02 February 2020 21:35
To: Cllr Milly Manley
Subject: Statement

I was awakened at 0050hrs on the morning of 11/01/20 by the man in the video 
screaming obscenities and banging on the door of The Lamb Pub outside the Fisher St 
entrance. He was threatening to smash the windows and doors of the pub if the staff,  
who were inside enjoying a ‘lock in’ with customers and friends did not let him back in.
The residents of Fisher St and Market Lane had to endure this mans loud foul mouthed 
ranting  and threatening behaviour for 50 minutes while the staff inside the pub ignored 
him. He moved from the entrance on Fisher St to the pub garden on Market Lane where 
he continued his ranting. The staff made no attempt to ask him to leave the premises 
nor did they make any attempt to call the police.
I work both Saturdays and Sundays
I did not fall back to sleep that night. This mans threatening and drunken behaviour was 
extremely upsetting and distressing. I had no sleep at all that night. I was exhausted at 
work on Saturday and barely recovered for work on Sunday.
This incident could have been managed by the bar staff at the Lamb but they chose to 
ignore what was going on outside the pub and continued to party inside the pub giving 
absolutely no consideration to the neighbouring residents.
The staff and customers finally left the pub at 0140 hrs shouting their farewells and 
banging car doors on Market Lane as they left.

Resident No 2

Sent from my iPhone
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To: Licensing Officer 

  

     I write to oppose the application to review the Premises Licence (LN/200500411) of the Lamb 

public house, 10 Fisher Street, Lewes. 

    I live about 200 m from the Lamb and pass it frequently, including in the evenings when it is active. 

I have never felt intimidated, or even inconvenienced, by its customers. 

     The Lamb hosts regular music evenings and I have attended several of them recently. They were 

all well run.  There was a door security operative in attendance who also circulated through the 

crowd inside but he had nothing to do because the crowd was well behaved. 

     I see no need for the Lamb’ s licence to be reviewed. 

  

Best Regards 

John Frizell 
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PREMISES LICENCE SUMMARY   
   
 
Premises Licence No: LN/2005/00411 
 
Postal address of premises, or if none, ordnance survey map reference or 
description: 
The Lamb, 10 Fisher Street, Lewes, East Sussex  BN7 2DG 
 
Telephone number: 01273 470950 
 
 
Licensable activities authorised by the licence: 
 
(i) Sale by retail of alcohol 
(ii) Films 
(iii) Indoor sporting events 
(iv) Live music 
(v) Recorded music 
(vi) Anything of a similar description to that falling within (iv)(v) 
(vii) Provision of late night refreshment 
 
 
Times authorised for the carrying out of licensable activities: 
 
 
Opening Hours 
Sunday to Thursday   9am to 12.30am (the following morning) 
Friday and Saturday  9am to 1.30am (the following morning) 
 
Non standard timings:  9am New Years Eve until close New Years Day.  9am 
to 1.30am (the following morning) on Friday, Saturday, Sunday and Monday 
on Bank Holiday weekends, Christmas Eve and Boxing Day.  9am to 1.30am 
(the following morning) on up to 12 other events days per annum with written 
permission from the Police. 
 
Sale by retail of alcohol 
Sunday to Thursday   9am to 12 midnight 
Friday and Saturday  9am to 1am (the following morning) 
 
Non standard timings:  9am New Years Eve until close New Years Day.  9am 
to 1am (the following morning) on Friday, Saturday, Sunday and Monday on 
Bank Holiday weekends, Christmas Eve and Boxing Day.  9am to 1am (the 
following morning) on up to 12 other events days per annum with written 
permission from the Police. 
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Films (indoors) 
Sunday to Thursday   9am to 12 midnight 
Friday and Saturday  9am to 1am (the following morning) 
 
Non standard timings:  When hours for sale of alcohol are extended on Bank 
Holidays and ‘Event Days’ these hours follow the opening hours. 
 
Indoor sporting events 
Sunday to Thursday   9am to 12 midnight 
Friday and Saturday  9am to 1am (the following morning) 
 
Non standard timings:  When hours for sale of alcohol are extended on Bank 
Holidays and ‘Event Days’ these hours follow the opening hours. 
 
Live music (indoors) 
Monday to Sunday   9am to 11.30pm 
 
Recorded music (indoors) 
Sunday to Thursday   9am to 12 midnight 
Friday and Saturday  9am to 1am (the following morning) 
 
Non standard timings:  When hours for sale of alcohol are extended on Bank 
Holidays and ‘Event Days’ these hours follow the opening hours. 
 
Anything of a similar description to that falling within (iv)(v) (indoors) 
Sunday to Thursday   9am to 12 midnight 
Friday and Saturday  9am to 1am (the following morning) 
 
Non standard timings:  When hours for sale of alcohol are extended on Bank 
Holidays and ‘Event Days’ these hours follow the opening hours. 
 
Provision of late night refreshment (indoors) 
Sunday to Thursday   11pm to 12.30am (the following morning) 
Friday and Saturday  11pm to 1.30am (the following morning) 
 
Non standard timings:  When hours for sale of alcohol are extended on Bank 
Holidays and ‘Event Days’ these hours follow the opening hours. 
 
Authorised supplies of alcohol:  On and Off the Premises  
 
Holder of Premises Licence: 
Name: Greene King Retailing Limited 
 
Designated Premises Supervisor: 
Name:  Stephen Elliott 
Personal licence number: WEA/LN/00002633  
Issuing authority:  Wealden District Council 
 

State whether access to the premises by children is restricted or prohibited:   
See Conditions attached to Licence 
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MANDATORY CONDITIONS 
 
 
(1) No supply of alcohol may be made under the premises licence –  
 

(a) at a time when there is no designated premises supervisor in 
respect of the premises licence, or 

(b) at a time when the designated premises supervisor does not 
hold a personal licence or his personal licence is suspended. 

 
(2) Every supply of alcohol under the premises licence must be made or 

authorised by a person who holds a personal licence. 
 
(3) The responsible person must ensure that staff on relevant premises do 

not carry out, arrange or participate in any irresponsible promotions in 
relation to the premises. 

 
In this paragraph, an irresponsible promotion means any one or more 
of the following activities, or substantially similar activities, carried on 
for the purpose of encouraging the sale or supply of alcohol for 
consumption on the premises: 
 

 games or other activities which require or encourage, or are 
designed to require or encourage, individuals to: 
(a) drink a quantity of alcohol within a time limit (other than to drink 

alcohol sold or supplied on the premises before the cessation of 
the period in which the responsible person is authorised to sell 
or supply alcohol), or 

(b) drink as much alcohol as possible (whether within a time limit or 
otherwise). 

 

 provision of unlimited or unspecified quantities of alcohol free or for 
a fixed or discounted fee to the public or to a group defined by a 
particular characteristic in a manner which carries significant risk of 
undermining a licensing objective. 

 

 provision of free or discounted alcohol or any other thing as a prize 
to encourage or reward the purchase and consumption of alcohol 
over a period of 24 hours or less in a manner which carries a 
significant risk of undermining a licensing objective. 

 

 selling or supplying alcohol in association with promotional posters 
or flyers on, or in the vicinity of, the premises which can reasonably 
be considered to condone, encourage or glamorise anti-social 
behaviour or to refer to the effects of drunkenness in any favourable 
manner. 
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 dispensing alcohol directly by one person into the mouth of another 
(other than where that other person is unable to drink without 
assistance by reason of disability) 

 
(4) The responsible person must ensure that free potable water is provided 

on request to customers where it is reasonable available. 
 
(5) The premises licence holder or club premises certificate holder must 

ensure that an age verification policy is adopted in respect of the 
premises in relation to the sale or supply of alcohol. 

 
 The designated premises supervisor in relation to the premises licence 

must ensure that the supply of alcohol at the premises is carried on in 
accordance with the age verification policy. 

 
 The policy must require individuals who appear to the responsible 

person to be under 18 years of age (or such older age as may be 
specified in the policy) to produce on request, before being served 
alcohol, identification bearing their photograph, date of birth and either: 

 (a) a holographic mark, or 
 (b) an ultraviolet feature. 
 
(6) The responsible person must ensure that: 

(a)  where any of the following alcoholic drinks is sold or supplied for 
consumption  on the premises (other than alcoholic drinks sold or 
supplied having been made up in advance ready for sale or supply in a 
securely closed container) it is available to customers in the following 
measures: 

(i) beer or cider:  ½ pint 
(ii) gin, rum, vodka or whisky:  25 ml or 35 ml, and 
(iii) still wine in a glass:  125 ml, and 

(b)  these measures are displayed in a menu, price list or other printed 
material which is available to customers on the premises, and 
(c)  where a customer does not in relation to a sale of alcohol specify 
the quantity of alcohol to be sold, the customer is made aware that 
these measures are available. 

 
(7) A relevant person shall ensure that no alcohol is sold or supplied for 

consumption on or off the premises for a price which is less than the 
permitted price. 

 
(8) For the purposes of the condition set on in (7): 
 

(a) ‘duty’ is to be construed in accordance with the Alcoholic Liquor 
Duties Act 1979; 

 
 (b) ‘permitted price’ is the price found by applying the formula: 
 
  P=D+(DxV) 
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where: 
 

  (i) P is the permitted price 
  (ii) D is the amount of duty chargeable in relation to the  

   alcohol as if the duty were charged on the date of the sale  
   or supply of the alcohol, and 

(iii) V is the rate of value added tax chargeable in relation to  
the alcohol as if the value added tax were charged on the 
date of the sale or supply of the alcohol 

 
(c) ‘relevant person’ means, in relation to premises in respect of 

which there is in force a premises licence: 
 
  (i) the holder of the premises licence, 
  (ii) the designated premises supervisor (if any) in respect of   

   such a licence, or 
(iii) the personal licence holder who makes or authorises a  

supply of alcohol under such a licence 
 

(d) ‘relevant person’ means, in relation to premises in respect of 
which there is in force a club premises certificate, any member 
or officer of the club present on the premises in a capacity which 
enables the member or officer to prevent the supply in question, 
and 

 
(e) ‘value added tax’ means value added tax charged in accordance 

with the Value Added Tax Act 1994. 
 
(9) Where the permitted price given by Paragraph (b) of paragraph 8 would 

(apart from this paragraph) not be a whole number of pennies, the price 
given by that sub-paragraph shall be taken to be the price actually 
given by that sub-pararaph rounded up to the nearest penny. 

 
(10) (1) Sub-paragraph (2) applies where the permitted price given by 

Paragraph (b) of paragraph 8 on a day (‘the first day’) would be 
different from the permitted price on the next day (‘the second day’) as 
a result of a change to the rate of duty or value added tax 

 
 (2) The permitted price which would apply on the first day applies to 

sales or supplies of alcohol which take place before the expiry of the 
period of 14 days beginning on the second day. 
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11. Exhibition of films 
 
(a)  Where a premises licence authorises the exhibition of films, the licence 

must include a condition requiring the admission of children to the 
exhibition of any film to be restricted in accordance with this section.  

 
(b)  Where the film classification body is specified in the licence, unless 

subsection (3)(b) applies, admission of children must be restricted in 
accordance with any recommendation made by that body.  

 
(c)  Where-  
 

(a) the film classification body is not specified in the licence, or  
(b) the relevant licensing authority has notified the holder of the licence 
that this subsection applies to the film in question, admission of 
children must be restricted in accordance with any recommendation 
made by that licensing authority.  

 
(d)  In this section- 
 

"children" means persons aged under 18; and  
 

"film classification body" means the person or persons designated as 
the authority under section 4 of the Video Recordings Act 1984 (c.39) 
(authority to determine suitability of video works for classification). 
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CONDITIONS CONSISTENT WITH OPERATING SCHEDULE 
 
12. General 
 

(a) The variation is not a substantial change to the way the premises 
operates at present. 

(b) Join local Pub Watch Scheme. 
(c) CCTV throughout the premises. 

 
13. The prevention of crime and disorder 
 

(a) No one who is drunk and/or disorderly or showing signs of aggression 
will be admitted to the premises. 

(b) Drinks promotions that encourage ‘binge’ drinking will not take place. 
(c) Providing a 30 minute extension of opening hours after the end of the 

sale of alcohol will promote this objective as the last drink will be 
consumed less quickly, with access to the pubs toilet facilities. 

(d) Not less than five working days written notice will be provided to Police 
when ‘Events Days’ are planned. 

(e) CCTV throughout the premises. 
 
14. Public safety 
 

(a) Staff will be trained in all aspects of Licensing Law and records of 
training will be kept. 

(b) Risk assessment identifies no other risk of crowding. 
 
15. The prevention of public nuisance 
 

(a) Live music will end at 11.30pm. 
(b) All windows will be kept closed after 11.30pm. 
(c) No amplified music will be played such that it causes a nuisance to 

premises in the vicinity. 
(d) Customers of the premises will be encouraged to leave quietly. 

 
16. The protection of children from harm 
 

(a) Persons under 18 will only be admitted if accompanied by an adult. 
(b) No children under 16 will be allowed on the premises after midnight. 
(c) Proof of age will be required from anyone who appears to be under 18. 
(d) The restrictions set out in the Licensing Act 2003 will apply. 
(e) No unusual risks of harm to children have been identified. 
(f) Adoption of PASS scheme of Portman Group. 

 
 
 
 
PLANS:  As approved and attached. 
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